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NEW!! – Kathleen Barry is offer one and two day experiential workshops: Making Change!
and Thinking Through Writing as well as weekend or week long seminars and short courses
based on Unmaking War, Remaking Men.

UNMAKING WAR, REMAKING MEN
HOW EMPATHY CAN RESHAPE OUR POLITICS, OUR SOLDIERS AND OURSELVES
Kathleen Barry, feminist sociologist and Professor Emerita, answers the perennial question: Is
war inevitable? with an emphatic "no." She studies soldiers' experiences in combat through a
politics of empathy. This book reveals a "core masculinity" that crosses cultures and national
borders despite the diversity of masculinity. The author reveals the harm of military training
that drums empathy out of new recruits as they are trained to be remorseless killers. Combat
requires expendable lives the cost of which may be loss of one's own soul.
This book uniquely connects blinding macho in violence against women at home with the
intensive training into it by state militaries and resistance militias alike for war. It examines the
problems of state sovereignty which stands in the way of global demilitarization and probes the
psychopathic leadership from George W. Bush to Ariel Sharon to Osama bin Laden showing
how remorseless indifference to human life sets the stage for war crimes.
.
Kathleen Barry asks: ‘What would it take to unmake war?’ which leads her to a radically altered
vision of the United Nations including a reformulation of state sovereignty and a global peacemaking force. By scrutinizing the demilitarized state of Costa Rica by revealing the extent to
which its claims of peace are underscored with its high rate of violence against women. Ending
war, she finds, requires remaking masculinity, a change already under way in many men,
including those who, in resisting and refusing combat, transform their lives into a new kind of
humanity.
Cynthia Enloe author of Globalization and Militarism says "Kathleen Barry shows in her book
how empathy threatens those who promote the militarization of masculinity while
simultaneously providing an antidote. She has done deep thinking – thinking that all of us will
be made smarter by!"
"With the courageous vision, scrupulous scholarship, and heartfelt writing that has illumined
her books on female sexual slavery, Kathleen Barry here focuses her laser-like intelligence on
violence, militarism, and core masculinity." Unmaking War, Remaking Men makes the
connections that could save us all. Ignore this book at your peril." Robin Morgan, Demon Lover

